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INTRODUCTION
The European corn borer (Pyrauata nubllalla(Hnb)) was
first round in the United States in X917 (12). It was be
lieved to have been introduced in a shipment of broom corn*
Since then the corn borer has steadily apread across the North
American Continent* and now infests corn in every major com
growing area in the United States and Canada. During the
period of Iplt^ to 1951 this insect caused an estimated annual
loss of 80,500,000 dollars in damage to grain corn and 3,500,000
dollars in damage to sweet corn in the United States (12).
Life Cycle and Feeding Habits of the iSuropean Com Borer
Normally in May and Jtine the corn borer larvae,which have
spent the winter in the com stalks or other material, pupate
and change into moths* In June the female moths lay their
eggs, in masses of 15 to 20 eggs each, on the underside of corn
leaves* With normal weather conditions these eggs hatch in
about five to nine days* Cool weather can however, delay, or
even prevent, both laying and hatching of the eggs* The uni-
voltlne strain of corn borers mature and remain in the corn
stalks throuf^ the winter to emerge the following spring. The
multiple brood strains of corn borers, after maturing in the
stalk, pupate and change Into moths in July and August. These
moths lay the eggs frotn which the second brood borers hatch
(12)» In Central Iowa the corn is normally infested by two
broodSf however, some of the \inivoltlne borers do exist* In
some areas the unlvoltine strain Is predominant, while other
areas may have as many as three generations in one season, de*
pending primarily on weather conditions and length of growing
season in the area (2).
The feeding habits of the first brood differ from the
habits of the second or third broods. The corn borers feed on
the leaves for a short time after hatching. The majority of
the first brood borers then migrate to the interfoliar spaoes
or spaces between staralnate splkelets of the smaller plants and
to the florets of exposed tassel of more matxired plants. The
borers remain in these whorl areas until they are exposed as
result of plant growth, or the areas become less succulent or
too dry for the borers, at which time they migrate to other,
more protected parts of the plant such as the ears, leaf sheatlis
or finally into the stalk. The sefeond brood borers, after feed
ing on the leaves, concentrate mainly at the leaf axils before
entering the stalk. It is while the borers are in these whorl
areas or leaf axils that Insecticide applications have been
most effective (It-)*
Previous Control Methods
Because the moths can fly several miles during the egg
laying period* which can extend over a period of several
weeks* and the yotjng borers enter the stalks or other pro
tected parts of the corn plant soon after hatching, the com
borers are difficult to control. Quarantine# special rota
tions, light traps, and mechanical destruction mettiods have
been used in attempts to control the corn borer# Some of the
machines which have been used for mechanical destruction ares
stubble ahavers, rakes, low cutting binders, shredders, en
silage cutters, burning machines, crushers and plows (10)• The
breeding of corn borer resistant strains of corn, use of para
sites (3) and insecticides are other control methods which have
been used and appear to have a potential of being effective#
Effective control with insecticides can be obtained only
between the time the corn borers hatch and when they enter the
stalk« Until recently, insecticides were used in dust or li-
qxiid spray forms# Effective control has been difficult to ob
tain with the dust applications because of the difficulty in
placing the insecticide in the com whorl where the borers are
feeding. Dust applications are inefficient due to excessive
drift# Liquid spray has been used with more success than dust,
but it is also difficult to place the insecticide on the plant
where the borers are feeding# When the Insecticide is put on
in the form of spray it remains on the plant in large enough
amoimta ao that the use of the plant as feed la restricted (5).
Granular Insoctioidea
Many ot these dimoultles are overcome with the use of
granular Inaeotloldes* Granular Inseotioldea were first used
in I9I1.9 for mosquito control (11) • The chief advantas^e of
granular insectioide formulations in these experiments were
their ability to penetrate dense foliage and their resistance
to drift by the wind with aerial applications• Since 1951
they have also been used in tests to control soil insects such
as wirewormsy lawn and ttirf insects, southern com rootwormf
green June beetle larvae, ants and others (?)• Tests were first
conducted using granular insecticides for corn borer control in
1953 (5).
A granular Insecticide consists of a sorptlve. Inert,
granular material, normally referred to as a carrier, which
is treated with some type of toxicant* Most granular insecti
cide formulations are made by spraying the toxicant, which is
in solution with a volatile solvent, on the carrier, then mix
ing in a rotating drum mixer (9). Several materials have been
used as carriers. One of the Tsaterials that has been used ex*
tenslvely Is attapulgite elay, iidilch is commonly referred to by
the trade name Attaclay. It is produced at two levels of therma
(sic) treatment, RVM (regular volatile material) and LVM (low
volatile material)* The LVM has a higher sorptive capacity,
slower release of toxicant, and is harder tlian the RVM (9)*
B«ntonlt6» #iioh Is hydroaoopic and easily dlsperaable In water*
Is composed largely of montraorillonlte (6). Cellte Is a cal
cined a^^gregate, airailar to diatomite. Tobacco by-products,
heat expanded mica and heat expanded peril te are a few of the
other materials that have been used as granular carriers• These
oaz*riers are shown* magnified several times, in Figure 1. 3<mie
of the particle sizes that have been used are 15/30, 30/1^0 and
30/60* The numbers refer to U« S. standard sieve numbers* The
particle size of these carriers is shown in actual size in
P1.3ure 2.
It has been calculated that a typical pound sample of 3O/6O
attaclay contains X3»500«000 particles* VXhen applied evenly at
15 pounds per acre the particles would be scattered at 30 parti
cles per square inch or about two-tenths inch apart (7)«
The selection of the proper carrier depends on what may be
required of the formulation, how it is to be applied and other
related factors (?)• In gonaral the carriers should have suffi
cient sorptive capacity, resistance to particle breakdown, and
sufficient density to prevent undue drift by wind* The rate at
i^ioh the carrier releases the insecticide when in contact with
water is also believed to be important with some applications*
The physical characteristics of a formulation are determined
I)rimarily by the carriers used.
One of the advantages of the granular insecticides appears
61* nalopQOCl oronulu? oorrlopoi (A) /
Qite X5/3Q* (!'-) ToDoooo &a/U>0« to : spandod q&oq (QppMs-
itaetoljr SO/(k»« uontot^to 30/^» (l.) ^orlito
Qa«^ ao/io), (.) voUto yj>/6Q.
Actual size
Figure 2. Granular carriers shown in actual size.
(A) Attapulgite 15/30, (B) Tobacco 20/I|.0, (C) Expanded mica
#Ii. (appr-orclmately 20/60), (D) Bentonite 3O/J4.O, (E) Perlito
(c^pproxiniately 20/1^.0), (P) Celito 3O/6O.
6to be the advantage of being able to place the inseoticide
where It will be most erreotive. For the most elTeotlve eon*
trol the insectieide must be placed in the corn whorl or leaf
axllSf where the borers are feeding* When the granular insec*
tioides ere dropped on the com plant the leaves of the plant
make a natural funnel by i^ich the granules are directed Into
the whorl or leaf axil* There is always some free moisture
present In the whorl to release the insscticide, thus forming
a toxic environment for the corn borer. Table 1 snows the dis
tribution of inseotielde on various parts of the plant obtained
from spray and granular applications.
Table 1
Residue Distribution on Corn Plants Treated with
Granular and Spray Applioations«
of DDT on Plant Part
Types ic Dates of
Application
Whorl
Tips Whorl
stalk
Leaves
Stalk and
Leaf Axils
Granules
June 9
June 9-14
June 9-i4-19
1.9
9.5
11.5
1.5
7.5
75.9
i;J
1^.8
1.14.
7*^
II4..5
Sprays
Jime 9
June 9-14
June 9-II4.-I9
29.2
161.14.
it.54.0
0.6
2.1^
36.5
77.7
203.6
357.2
0.9
14
3.0
^Obtained from unpublished studies made by Cox, Brindley,
Lovely and Fahey (6).
Anothor advantage i^leh the granular insecticides have
over spray or dust Torms is safety of handling* The amount
of toxic material in the air and on the exposad parts of tha
plants is greatly reduced. One company reports that they hava
less loss time due to illness of the workers when handling the
granular Insectieldes than when handling other forms of insec
ticides (6)»
Qranular insecticides are also more convenient to apply*
The application equijanent can be similar to the metering
machines that farmers are accustomed to using* The handling
of waterj which quite often bocoraes a problem with spray appli
cations, is eliminated with the granular applications*
In the teats that were conducted in 1?53 IPS^ ^
and others (5)» attapulgita and tobacco carriers were used with
DDT, KPN, heptachlor, and malathion* A self-feeding power
duster was used for eeirly applications but was discarded be
cause of mechanical failures# In 1953 ® fluted-feed grass
aaader was used* A grass seeder manufactured by the Century
Engineering Corporation was modified for use in 195i4>*
periments were designed to compare the following* insecticides,
granular carriers, rates, dates and methods of application, and
•mulsion sprays and granules. The results obtained for the
first brood borer control in 1953 showed no significant differ-
•noe between the aeeder-type applicator and the power duster.
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However^ loss material was wasted and fever meehanloal break
downs occurred when the seeder-type applicator was used*
Analysis of the DDT and heptachlor data shoved no difference
between the seeder-type applicator and the power duster on
plots for second brood borer control In 195^* However, based
on EPN and malathlon results, significantly better control was
obtained with the seeder-type applicator.
The amount of DDT found on various parts of treated corn
plants was summarised* Up to 200 times more residue was found
on the leaves of sprayed plants than on the leaves of granular
treated plants* About twice as much DDT residue was in the
leaf-axil and stalic area of sprayed plants than In tho same
area of ^^anular treated plants* The DDT residue hazard to
cattle pastured on corn stover was thought to be considerably
reduced with the granular treatments. In 1953 195^4- tests
as good or better control was obtained with the granular insec
ticide applications as with any other method (5)-
Machine Requirements
In the opinion of the author, equipment for applying gran
ular insecticides, like any other metering equipment, should be
able to meter the materials consistently and accurately* The
rates should be easily adjusted and cover a wide range to ac
commodate the vide range of bulk density of the formulations*
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The machine should ba reasonably Independent of outside Influ
ences such as vibration and wind. Material should not continue
to flow through the machine when the machine is stopped* It
would be convenient if the adjustment was proportional to the
bulk weight of the materials so that if the bulk weight of a
material were known the setting oould be predloted* For gen
eral farm use It Is felt that the maohine should be ground
driven and the rate of application independent of the ground
speed. For experimental plot work where several materials and
rates are to ba used it would be more convenient to calibrate
if the machine was driven by an auxiliary engine. In this
case it would be desirable for the discharse per unit of time
to be independent of ground speed* Where different rates of
the same material are to be applied the setting indicator should
be linear* Provisions should be made for emptying and cleaning
the machine after use*
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OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this study were to make a study ot,
and to develop equipment for applying granular insecticides to
control the European corn borer* To aid in the achievement of
the main objectives the following subordinate objectives wer^
pursued:
1* To determine the physical properties of the materials
to be applied*
2* To test existing machines to find which* If any*
would meter the materials satisfactorily*
3* To males field applications on first and second brood
borers to compare machines with respect to amount of
Insect control and convenience of machine operation*
1|.* To obtain information from both preliminary and field
tests to determine desirable characterlatlcs of com
mercial machines*
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PREUMINARy STUDIES
Machines and Materials
Machines tested
A study of existing maoiiines was made in an attempt to
find types of metering mechanisms which meter the inaterials
satisfactorily# and to obtain information to aid in the
development of a field machine. Most fertilizer distributing
machines were regarded as not satisfactory because of the high
rates used for fertilizer applications. However, most grass
seeders are designed to meter within the rates desired and also
handle materials which have properties similar to some of the
siaterials to be used. It was also desirable to study as many
types of metering mechanisms as practical. The five different
types of metering mechanisms to be tested were the auger fer
tilizer distributor, fluted-feed grass seeder, reclproacting-
chain seeder, fluted-shaft granular applicator, and
reciprocating-rope seeder«-a-
The auger fertilizer distributor uses two augers, one in
the bottom of the main hopper to feed the material into the
*The five machines are respectively: a cultivator attach
ment made by the Ottawa Warner Corp.; a three foot plot appli
cator made by McCormick Deerin^ Co.; an eight foot seeder
manufactured by the Century Engineering Corp.; an experimental
model made by £• 3. Oandrude Co., Inc.| an eight foot seeder
manufactured by T» G. Tuttle and Sons Co.
bottom chamber that houses the second or main metering auger*
which ia geared to the upper auger* The flow diagram In
Figure 3 ahova that the material rXowa throu^ the holes In
thtt bottcm of the main hopper and is then moved b; the lower
auger to the discharge holes In the bottom of the lower cham
ber* The rate of dischari^e is changed by changing the speed
of rotation of the augers* It was realized tliat the rates ob
tainable with this machine were higher than those desired,
however« it was the only machine available which employed the
auger type of metering*
Metering with the fluted-feed grass seeder is accomplished
by a fluted cylinder rotating In a castln; wtiich is attached to
the bottom of the hopper* The flow diagram In Figure I4. shows
how the material feeds into the casting and Is moved by the
fluted cylinder in a scooping action around the bottom of the
casting and discharged* Different rates are obtained by slid
ing the fluted cylinder In or out of the casting, thus chang
ing the length of the flute exposed to the material* The
fluted cylinder was one inch in outside diameter and one inch
long*
The reoiprocating-chain seeder was tested primarily be
cause previous granular Insectioide applications have been made
with this machine* It consists of a main hopper and a constant
pressure chamber* The flow diagram in Figure 5 shows how the
iAPPROXIMATE SCALE
6 in.
15
ARROWS INDICATE FLOW Z.
OF MATERIAL • - •
SPROCKET
Figure 3. Cross section diagram
of auger-fertilizer distributor show
ing flow path of material.
HOPPER
APPROXIMATE SCALE
I— .
Figure 1|.. Cross
section of fluted-feed
grass seeder.
APPROXIMATE
SCALE:
4 in.
CONSTANT
PRESSURE
5 CHAMBER
H
Figure 5* Section of reciprocating-chain seeder showing
chains3discharge hole and flow path of material.
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upper reciprocating chain feeds the material from the main
hopper into the constant pressure chamber where another re
ciprocating chain moves the material to the discharge open
ings which are located in the side of the constant pressure
chamber* The discharge holes are staggered with respect to
those in the main hopper. Different rates are obtained by
varying the opening of the discharge holes.
Hie fluted-shaft granular applicator was designed primar
ily to attach on a coj*n planter to administer granular insecti-
oldes to the soil* It contains a fluted shaft which rotates
In the bottom of the hopper* Diamond-shaped discharge holes
are located in the bott<»n of the hopper under the fluted shaft*
The rate of application is varied by varying the size of the
discharge holes* Figure 6 shows the flow of material through
this machine*
The machine which employs the reciprocating-rope type of
metering consists of a hopper with a wood slat in the bottom
which has holes four inches apart* Under this slat Is a re
ciprocating rope* Beneath the rope are the discharge holes
spaced foxu* inches apart and staggered with those of the top
slat* Different rates are obtained in three ways: first, by
changing the length of the stroke of the reciprocating rope;
second, by changing the size of the ropej and third, by chang
ing the sl»e of the holes In the top slat* The diagram in
17
Figure 7 shows the path of the material*
Unlapregziated carriers were used in moat or the preliral*
aary testa* Attapulglte RVM 3^/^ was used In all machines•
When It appeared that a particular machine warranted further
study» tests were conducted using tobacco* expanded nicaf
bentonite and attaptilsite LVM. Particle sizes of 8/2G, 15/30*
20/1^0, 30/kO and 3O/6O were used. An indication of the parti
cle sl»e distribution end shape of attapulgite and tobacco is
shown in Figures 6 and 9«
Fropertles of granular carriers
The modulus of fineness* bulk specific weight, emptying
angle of repose and per cent corapaction of the granular carri
ers was determined and is shown in Table 2. The modulus of
fineness was determined by the procedure as outlined in ASAB
recommendations (1) with the following exceptions. Determina
tions were made from a 200 gram sample Instead of a one pound
sample. The screens used were ll|.» 28, 35» ^ 100 mesh
In place of 3/8, 8, II4., 26, I4B and 100 mesh* A vibrating
shaker was used. The bulk specific weights of the carriers
were obtained with a Boomer weight per bushel apparatus, then
converted to pounds per cubic foot. The emptying angle of re
pose was determined with the glass-sided box shown in Figure
10. Kis box was 5*75 Inches long, li- inches hi^h and 3.25 inch
es wide. The box was filled with material, then the end of
18
APPROXIMATE SCALE
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FRONT VIEW
FLUTED
SHAFT
END VIEW
Figure 6. Two cross section views of fluted-shaft
applicator.
ROPE
cm
PULLEY
APPROXIMATE SCALE
4 in.
H
*: wood slat •7;.''. '
Figure 7* Cross section diagram of reciprocating-rope
seeder showing flow path of material.
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Figure 8. Pour particle Figure 9- Three parti-
sizes of attapulgite, (A) cle sizes of tobacco, (A)
30/60, (B) 30/k0, (C) 15/30, 30/60, (B) 20A0, (C) 15/30
(D) 8/20.
Figure 10#
of repose.
Apparatus used to determine emptying angle
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Table 2
Physical Properties of Granular Carriers
Carrier
Modulus of
Fineness
Bulk Specific
Weii^.t .
(lba./ft,3)
Emptying
Angle of
Repose
(Degrees)
Per eent
Compac
tion
Attapulgite RVM
30/60 1.976 33.8 36 9
Attapulglte RVM
30A0 32.3 36 8
Attapulglte RVM
15/30 2.935 31.5 38 8
Attajpulgite RVM
8/20 3.735 32.8 39 12
Attapulgite LVM
30/60 33.1 36 9
Attapulglt* LVM
30/liO 30.7 37 9
Attapulgite LVM
15/30 2.975 31.7 38 8
Attapulgite LVM
8/20 31^.2 39 13
Tobacco 30/60 1.955 X7.3 39 14
Tobacco 20/I4.0 21^.8 40 15
Tobacco 15/30 19*8 39 ik
Bentonite 30/6O 2.237 65.3 37 9
Mica 2.218 9.6 39 16
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the box was removed and the angle between the Inclined surface
of the material and the horizontal was observed. The per cent
compaction waa determined by jarring a graduated cylinder con
taining 100 o*c* of loose material until no further settlement
occurredf then observing the amoxmt of settlement*
Proeedur«
I*tborfttory testa
For convenience tiie machines were aet up and tested in the
laboratory. The reciprocating-rope seeder was driven with a
Ford tractor* The variable-speed drive stand shown in Figure
11 v&B built to drive the auger» fluted-feed, rociprocating-
ehain and fluted^shaft machines. The drive stand was powered
with a one-third horse power electric motor. Power was trans
mitted with a v-belt to a ten to one gear reduction unit* which
in turn drove through a steel roller chain, a gear unit. The
gear unit consisted of a drive pinion which slid on a shaft to
mesh with any one of six rows of teeth on the driven gear which
was keyed to the final drive shaft. A hook chain drove the
nachlnes from the final drive shaft t The desired range of speed
was obtained by selecting the pulley sizes on the v-belt drive
and selection of sprocket sises on the final drive shaft and
machine. Speed was varied by loosening a set screw and sliding
the drive pinion to meah with the desired row of teeth on the
22
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m
PifTure il- Drive stand used to drive machines in labor
atory
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driv« gear*
Each machine was tested until It became apparent that ths
machine was or was not satisfactoiry for field use» and until
the metering chEa^acteriatics of the machines were determined.
A series of runs was made with each machine vising one setting
and one material at several different speeds to determine the
speed effect* The range of speeds in which each machine would
normally be operated was used in these tests* The machines
which appeared to be satisfactory for field use were further
tested with different carriers and particle sizes. These tests
consisted of running each machine at two different speeds for
two different settini^s and using several materials and particle
sizes* Two successive determinations of discharge were made
for each combination of sotting and speed.
The amount of particle breakdown was obtained by determin
ing the particle size distribution of samples of each material
before and after the tnaterlals were metered through a machine.
Samples of materials that had passed through a machine were ob
tained X^om a composited sample of the discharge collected frcan
each machine run at the combinations of two speeds and two
settings* These samples were sized In a nest of sieves consist
ing of U* S* numbers l6, 30, hO, 50, 60 and 100* Two determlna-
tlons were made from each sample* using 200 grams per determina
tion. Each determination was obtained by vibrating the nest of
sieves for five minutes, then weighing to the nearest gram the
2k
aiaoiuit retained on eaoh sieve. The particle sise distribution
of the materials that had passed through a maohine was then eom-
parod with the particle sise distribution of the materials that
had not passed through a machine.
Field testa of reeiprooating'-rope seeder
The reciprocating-rope seeder was furtiier observed in
field tests* These tests consisted of applying several differ
ent granular Insecticide formulations at different rates to
control soil insects. In order that the desired rate could be
obtained* it was necessary to block two out of three spouts*
Ho quantitative measurements were taken in these field tests*
However* the general perfoz*mance of the machine was observed.
Results
Iiaboratory teats
Tests with the auger fertilizer distributor indicated that
the discharge was directly proportional to the speed of rota
tion of the auger as is shown in Figure 12. Therefore* since
the mechanism of this maohine is ground driven, the rate i>er
aore is independent of ground speed. There was very little
variation between successive runs of the same speed. It appears
that very good performance could be obtained with this type of
metering mechanism. The tests were discontinued with this
machine because it was not possible to obtain rates as low as
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desired*
The fluted-feod grass saoder iwas tested only with attapul-
gite RVM 30/60 because the rates obtained vrere lower than de
sired# The results or the test did show that the discharge
was proportional to the speed of rotation or the riute as Is
shown in Figure 12• There was variation in discharge itfien the
setting was ohanged and returned to the same place according
to the setting indicator* The discharge was consistent between
successive runs at tiie same speed and setting*
The reciprocatln^-chaln aeedor was tested using attapul-
gite RVM 30/60 and 6/20 and tobacco 30/60. Figure 12 shows the
typical speed erfect curve for this maciiiae. When the speed
was increased 14j6*6 per cent the discharge with attapulglte RVM
30/60 was Increased 17*9 per cent as compared with Increased
discharge of 26*9 per cent end 16*2 per cent with attapulglte
8/20 and tobacco 30/60, respectively. Comparisons between dis
charge holes were not niade because an adjustment is provided
for each opening. Variation in discharge between successive
runs was negligible*
Results with the fluted-shaft granular insecticide sppli-
cator revealed that the discharge per \juiit of time decreased
sli^tly as the speed of rotation of the shaft increased as is
shown In Figure 12* Discharge would not always stop when the
machine was stopped* Adischarge of as high as iQk grams per
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minute was obtained with the machine stopped as conqpared to
136 gsrans per minute Tor the same setting when run at 35
revoXutlons per minute. It was found that the discharge ob
tained from the same setting and speed was not the same on two
different days. It was believed tliat this was caused by either
a building up of the material around the discharge hole or a
difference In moisture content of the material on the differ
ent days* A large sample of attapulglte RVM 3O/6O was dried
In an oven for I4.8 hours then metered through the machine. The
rate of discharge of the dried material was compared with un-
drled material havlrjg a moisture content of 6.5 per cent.
from the average of ten runs each, the discharge of the un-
drled material was 15*5 P«r greater than the dried. It
was noted that the dried material became eleotrofltatioally
charged and clung to the sides of the hopper and container.
The moisture content of the attapulglte taicen on several dif
ferent days varied only between el^ht and nine per cent. Other
variations with this machine were very small.
A large variation was noted between the different spouts
of the reolprocating-rope seeder. The discharge was nearly
proportional to the speed as Is shown In Figure 12. The dis
charge was also nearly proportional to the bulk specific weight
of the material for a given particle slse, setting and speed.
The discharge was inconsistent with attapulglte 8/20. Other
28
variations with this maohlxie were nogllglble.
A comparison of the moduXus of flnondss of ths mdtored and
ximnetored materials is glvon in Tablo 3" nuiabors In Tablo
14. reflect the amount of particle size reduction resulting from
the materials beiiig metered through a machine. The percentages
retained on each sieve and pan were calculated for both the
metered and unmetered material* ®:ie two sets of sieve analy
ses were then compared to find the ooarsest mesh sieve that con
tained a higher percentage of metered material than it did of
unmetered material* The percentages* on the sieve which showed
an increase and all finer meshes* were added for both the un-
metersd md the metered material* The difference between these
sums reflects the accumulated per cent of particle slse reduc
tion* Table 5 gives an example i^ich illustrates the method
used to calculate the accumulated per cent of particle size re—
duetion.
It was noted* with the reciprocating-chain seeder* tiiat a
©caisiderable amount of material was broken down in the ends of
the hopper and did not pass through the machine* It also
might be possible that the particle sizes became separated in
some of the machines and therefore Uiat which passed throu^
would not be a representative sample* Krrors in sampling and
weighing combined could cause sufficient variation so that the
results obtained do not give a valid comparison between
29
Table 3
Modulus of Finenesa of Unmetered and Metered Materials
Maclxine Metered tiirouRh
Reolpro- Recipro-
cating- eating- Pluted- Fluted-
Material Unmetered Rope Chain Shaft Feed
Attapulgite
RVM 30/60 1.976 1.970 1.9l^8 1.932 1.902
Attapulgite
2.6S4RVM 15/30 2.935 2.83l^
Attapulgite
RVM 6/20 3.735 3*U65 3.660
Attapulgite
I'VM 15/30 2.975 2.927 2.939
Bentonite 2.237 2.226 2.137
Tobacco 1.955 1.952
Mica 2.216 2.190
Table I4.
Accumulated Per Cent of Particle Size Reduction as
Result or the Materials Being Metered through m
Machine
Material
Recipro
cating
Rope
Recipro
cating
Chain
Fluted-
Shaft
Fluted-
Feed
Attapulgite RVM 3O/6O .7 1.8 2.6 i|..3
Attapulgite RVM 15/30 34 6.0
Attapulgite RVM 6/20 11.5 3.0
Attapulgite LVM 15/30 3.3 2.k
Bentonite 3O/6O .7 2.3
Tobacco 30/60 5.9
Mica #14. 14-.3
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maehlnss or materials. Tha results did* however* give a good
indication that the particle sise reduction of the materials
caused by any of the machines was not excessive, except possi
bly for the reciprocatin^-rope seeder wltti attapulgite RVM
8/20* It should also be noted ttiat the particle breakdown as
shown includes many particles of size which would be retained
on a number 60 screen* Iiess particle breakdown could bo ex-^
pected from larger metering niechanisms of the same type because
of less cleca-ance between moving parts.
Field testa of reciprocatin;c*rope seeder
In the field test with the reciprocatins-rope seeder
rates as low as 2*5 pounds per acre were obtained when using a
1^0 per cent heptachlor on expended mica fcrmulation. Formula
tions of 25 per cent heptachlor and chlordane, each on expanded
mica had tendencies to brid^se and would not feed through the
machine properly. It was also noted that some formulations re-*
quired a smaller setting after the material had been exposed
to the air for a while ttian they did nfoen Uie container was
first opened. It was felt that this was because of the volatile
solvent leaving the formulation and resulting in a freer flow
ing material. It was necessary to dilute the attapulgite for
mulations with a 0-0-60 fertilizer in order to apply lower than
20 pounds per acre of the original formulations. At the lower
rates with the attapulgite X^ormulations the material wculd
32
become vez^ tightly packed eo^ound the rope and stop Its
reciprocation*
Conclusions
Of tba five types of raeterlog mBChanisma tested, the
fluted"*feod« reolprocatlng-rope and auger types showed good
metering oharaoterlstlcs* The auger type of metering has the
undesirable feature of being dependent on changing the speed
of rotation X'or changes in rate of application# It is however
possible that this disadvantage could be corrected by using an
adjustable pitch auger, whereby rate adjustments could be made
by increasing or decreasing the length of flights on the auger*
The performance of the reolprocatlng-rope, itiile good in the
laboratory tests, was not satisfactory with some formulations
in field tests. The speed effect of the fluted-shaft and re-
clprocating-chain types was not good.
The fluted-feed type of metering mechanism was selected
for development for field use because of desirable metering
characteristics, convenience of rate adjustment, and because
most farmers are accustomed to using this type of mechanism*
The use of standard mass |]roduGed parts is also possible*
Design of Experimental Applicator
baslo grain drill fluted-feed assembly was used in
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order that the desired rates could be obtained without riinnlng
the flutes at excessive speeds. These i'luted cylinders are
two Inches long and two and three*sixteenths inohea In outside
diameter* It was felt that vibration would tend to shake
material out of the bottom of the casting and thus result in
an uneven flow* It was noticed that a pulsating flow was ob
tained as each flute discharged the material* It was felt that
both of these effects could be reduced by reversing the usual
direotion of rotation of the flute so that the material would
be metered over the top of the flute as is shown in Figure 13*
A leveling plate coverln;]; two flutes was inserted ovor the
fluted cylinder to control the amount ol" material carried in
each flute, and to prevent leakage between the top of the flute
and the casting* A washer was inserted between the fluted
cylinder and the out off to keep the material from spilling
out the end of the flutes* The assembled iinit is shown in
Figure llj.* The small curved spreader shown in Fl^re ll|. was
used only with second brood applications* It was found that
even thou;^ the clean-out gate was set closer to tho flute#
some material still leaked out between the fluted cylinder and
the olean-out gate when going over rough ground* This was eor-
reoted by attaching a curved plate to the clean-out gate to fit
around the bottom of the fluted cylinder as is siiown in Figure
13* Emptying the hopper was accomplished by opening the clean-
3k
out gate and allowing the material to run out the bottom of
the oaating* This was satisfactory for the rreo flowing
materiala^ however^ such materials as tobacco and Celite
would not flow through the casting# The ease of emptying was
improved for second brood applications by tilting the casting
foz*ward about 20 degrees to provide a more straight through
flow of tne materials. Figure 15 shows the hopper being
ttaptied. The corrugated spreader used for second brood appll-
oatiozis is shown swung out of the way* Adjustments were made
by sliding the shaft and flutes in or out of the casting.
Variation in discharge between imits was eliminated by adjust
ing the position of the fluted cylinders on the shaft. Two
units were mounted on a high-clearance machine for plot appli
cations.
CASTING
35
••"TLUTED
CYLINDER
CLEAN-OUT
GATE
Figure 13. Cross section diagram of revised fluted-
feed applicator.
Figure ill-. Assembled fluted-feed Figure l5. Emptying hop-
unit 3ho;vlng curved leveling per flutod-feed applicator
plate and washer.
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PIKID STUDIES
First Brood Applioatlons
Machines used
First brood applioatlons were made with the riuted-feeda
reelprooatlng-ohaln and fluted-shaft types of metering meohan-
Isms. The Tluted-feed metering units that were described In
the previous section were driven with a flexible shaft Trom an
auxiliary engine* Power was transmitted through a ten to one
gear reduction unit, wliioh in turn drove the flutes by means
of a steel roller chain* The fluted cylinders were driven at
a speed of 2I4. revolutions per minute* Approximately an eight
inch width of spread was obtained by discharging the material
from the flutes onto a curved plate spreader* Plgiu'e I6 shows
the fluted-feed applicator in operation*
The reclprocating-chain applicator had been used with
granular insecticide experiments in 19S^« It was mounted on
a high-^learanos machine* All discharge holes were closed
except three over each row* These holes are spaced eight
Inches apart* The reclprocatlng-chaln imparted a whipping ac
tion to the granules as they were discharged and thus resulting
in approximately a 20 Inch width of spread over each row* This
Is the same machine that was used In the preliminary studies*
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It Ifl shown mounted on the high-clearance machine in Figure I?.
The metering mechanism was powered with a flexible shaft from
an auxiliary engine.
The fluted-shaft applicator was the only machine that was
being produced oommeroially, at that time, for applying granu
lar insectioldea to control corn borers* Figure 18 shows the
fluted-shaft which rotates in the bottom of the hopper. This
pull-type applicator was designed to apply material on four
rows at a time, as is stiown in Figure 19» The clearance could
be adjusted from 30 to 72 inches. About an l6 inch width of
spread was obtained from three discharge holes per row located
six inches apart which discharged the granules on a tilted
flat plate* The metering mechanism is essentially the same as
the one used in the preliminary studies* A cut-off was pro
vided to prevent the material from flowing when the machine was
stopped* The metering mechanism was grovind driven* Only the
ri^t half of the hopper was used for the plot applications*
Procedure
Calibration* ^e reoiprocatlng-chaln and fluted-feed
applicators were calibrated by running the machines with the
auxiliary engine and collecting and welding the discharge
f^om one*half minute runs* The runs were repeated at different
settings until the desired discharge was obtained and repeated*
The fluted-shaft applicator was at first calibrated by pulling
38
Figure l6, Pluted-feed applicator applying first
brood treatments-
Figure 1?. Reciprocating-chain applicator applying
first brood treutments.
39
Pigura 18• Inside of fluted-shaft hopper showing
fluted shaft*
4.
Figure 19. Pluted-shaft applicator used for first
brood applications.
ko
it a predetermined distance and catching the discharge in
paper bags that were attached under the diacharge openings#
This was very time consuming, therefore the drive wheel of
the applicator was belted to the rear wheel ot a tractor and
run at a speed equivalent to the speed used in the field.
Sang)le8 of the discharge wex*e obtained and weighed X^om one
minute runs until the desired setting; was obtained for each
formulation*
Comparison of application equipments carriers and
particle aigea« A randomised split-split-plot design experi
ment was used to compare application equipmentt granular car
riers and particle sixes* The carriers included in this experi
ment were attapulgite, RVH and VfU, with particle sizes of
15/30# yO/kO and 3O/6O, and tobacco with particle sises of
15/30, 20/I4.0 and 30/60. The carriers were impregnated with 7*5
per cent DDT except tobacco which contained 10 per cent DDT«
The emptying angle of repose and bulk specific weight of these
^ox^BUlations are shown in Table 6# Kach treatmenty including
untreated controls was replicated four times as shown in Figure
20. The plots were four ijO-ineh rows wide and l40 feet long*
The >^anulea were discharged from the applicators approximately
six inches above the corn. The fluted-feed and reciprocating-
ohain applicators were driven 3»1 miles per hour* Applications
of the fluted-shaft applicator were made at four miles per
la
Table 6
Fhysleal Properties of Fonsulatlons Used In Experiment
to Compare Application Equipment^ Carriers and Particle
Sises on First Brood Corn Borer Applicatioiis
Carrier
Particle
Size Toxicant
of Repose
(Degrees)
Wei^t
(lbs./ft.3)
Attapulgite
15/30 TiJt DDTRVM 38 ta.8
30A0 74s^ ddt 36 i+i.ii-
30/60 7i5t DDT 37 39.2
Attapulgite
15/30 7i55 DDT koLVM 1^5.1
30/ltO 7^ DDT ko ia.3
30/60 745i DDT 39 1^2.0
Tobacco
(Special 15/30 X05J DDT 1+2 21J4-
Extracted)
20Ao lOJJ DDT U2 18.6
30/60 10j2 DDT I4.3 18.6
hour* The rates of application of the attapulgite and tobacco
formulations were 10 arid 7*5 pounds per acre« respectively.
Approximately 9O per cant of the plants were showing leaf dam-
a;3e when the treatments were made on June 20» 1955* The corn
was Xa. 14^96*
Comparison of a;.).3lication equipment and carriers* A
k2
Bttcond experiment was used to ocxapare applioation equipment
and oarriers* It was a randomized split-plot design*
Bentonlte* perlite» Celite and mioa were used in addition to
the attapul^^ite and tobacco oarriera. These carriers were all
impregnated with four per cent DDT and applied at the rate of
20 povinds per acre. The emptying angle of repose and bulk
specifle weight of these formulations are shown in Table 7*
Figure 21 shows the location of treatments within this experi
ment* The applications were made In the some way as they were
in the experiment to o(»npare applioation equipment* carriers
and particle sizes* Approximately 95 cent of the plants
were showing leaf damage when the treatments were applied on
June 21, 1955* The corn was la. l4^9d«
Three kinds of data were taken from each of these experi
ments* The data were obtained from randc»nly selected plants
from the two center rows of each plot* Samples for residue
analyses^ were obtained by combining the whorls of ten plants
per plot as soon after the applications aa possible* Tlie amount
of control was obtained by dissecting 20 plants from each plot,
and counting the number of surviving borers and tunnels made
by the borers, approximately three weeks after the applications.
-i^All determinations on residue samples were made by
J* £• Fahey, Entomology Research Branch, Agr. Res* Serv*,
USDA.
REP, A REP. B REP. C REP. D
M2-G1-F1 M1-C1-P5 ir3-c3-P2 Ml-Cl-Pl
M2-C1-F5 MI-CI-pU M3-C3-P1 Ml-Cl-PU
Ml-Cl-Pl M3-C3-Pt; M1-C1-P3
Ml-C5-Pii M3-C2-P1 M1-C2-P1
!52-C2-?5 M1-C3-P2 M3-C2-PU M1-C2-P3
1
1
M1-C5-P1 M3-C2-P3 Ml-C2-Pti
W2-C5-P1 M1-C2-P3 M3-C1-P5 M1-C5-PU
T.12-C3-Pli Ml-C2-Pi4 M3-C1-PU M1-C3-P2
I.E-C5-P2 M1-C2-P1 M3-C1-P1 M1-C3-P1
M3-C1-P5 ie-c2-P5 CHECK M2-G2-P1
?Ji5-ci-?i NE-C2-P1 M1-C3-P1 M2-C2-PU
M5-Cl-Fii 1C-C2-PU M1-C5-P2 JG-C2-P5
M3-C2-F1 M2-C5-P1 Ml-C5-P!i JG-C3-P2
M3-C2-Pli M2-C3-P2 Ml-C2-Pi+ U2-C3-P1
M3-C2-F3 je-c3-pU M1-C2-P3 1G-C5-PU
M3-C5-P1 M2-C1-P!+ M1-C2-P1 CHECK
M3-C3-P2 ie-ci-P5 M1-C1-P3 M2-C1-P3
?.13-c5-pU BE-Cl-Pl Ml-CX-Pli M2-Cl-Pii
M1-C5-P1 CHECK Ml-Cl-Pl HG-Cl-Pl
M1-C3-F1; M3-C2-P1 M2-C2-P1 M3-C3-Pi+
M1-C5-F2 M3-C2-PU 5«2-C2-P5 M3-C5-PS
CHECK M3-C2-P5 \B-C2-Pi^ M3-C3-P1
M1-C2-PU M3-C3-P1 M2-C1-FI+ M3-C1-PU
M1-C2-P1 M3-C3-PU M2-C1-P1 M5-C1-P1
M1-C2-P5 M5-C3-P2 M2-C1-P5 M3-C1-P3
mi-ci-pU M3-C1-P3 ie-c5-Pi M5-C2-PU
?n-ci-pi M3-C1-P1 ie-c3-P2 M3-C2-P3
M1-C1-P3 M3-C1-PU M2-C3-Pl| M3-C2-P1
< li;0» ♦
U-UO" ROTO
IQ - PLUTED-FEED
M2 - RECTPROCATTNG-CHAIH
M3 - FLUTBD-SHAFT
C1 - ATTAPULGITE RVM
C2 - ATTAPULGITE LVM
C5 - TOBACCO
PI - 15/>0
P2 - 20/hO
P3 - 50Ao
Pii. - 50/60
Figure 20. Location of treatments within experiment
for comparing application equipment, carriers and particle
sizes for first brood applications.
REP, A
M3-C1
M3-C7
M3-C3
M3-C3
CHECK
M3-09
M3-C6
M3-GU
M3-G2
M3-C8
ig-C7
Mg-a;
CHECK
tg-06
Mg-C8
Mg-C9
Mg-C3
Mg-Cl
M2-Cg
Ml-CI
M1-C9
M1-C5
M1-C8
Ml-06
MI-C7
MI-Gg
CHECK
m-c3
Mi-ci+
REP. B
MI-CU
CHECK
M1-C6
Ml-Cl
M1-C3
M1-C7
MX-C8
M1-C9
M1-C3
Ml^Cg
CHECK
M3-c6
M3-CI
M3-Cg
M3-C5
M3-C3
M3-C9
M3-C7
M3-C8
M3-GU
Mg-c6
M2-C1
M2-C9
ig-C7
Mg-C8
Mg-C2
TjE-C5
CHECK
lg-C3
M2-i
k3i>
REP. C
CHECK
M3"C6
M3-C1
M3-C3
M3-C7
M3-C8
M3-09
M3-C5
M3-Cg
Mg-C5
\B-C1
M2-GU
Mg-C7
MS-C3
Mg-C8
Mg-cg
Mg-C6
CHECK
M2-C9
Ml-eg
M1-C7
Ml-Cl
m-cU
M1-C9
M1-C5
CHECK
MI-C3
M1-C8
Ml-06
Ml-FLUTED-FEED Cl-BENTONITE }0/U0 CU-MICA ^ 20/60
le-RECIPROCATING-CHAnf Cg-ATTAPULGITE RVM 30/60 C5-CELITE 30/60
M3-FLUTED-SHAFT C3-ATTAPTILGTTE RVM 30^0 06-PERLITE gOAo
C7-STEEILIZED TOBACCO 30/60
C8-SPECIAL EXTRACTED TOBACCO 30/60
C9-ATTAPULGITE RVM 30/60 WITH ADJUNCT
Figure 21. Location of treatments within experiment
for comparing application equipment and carriers on first
brood applications.
REP. D
Ml-Cfe
Ml-Cg
CHECK
M1-C8
Ml-d;
M1-C3
M1-C7
M1-C3
M1-C9
Ml-Cl
CHECK
M3-C9
M3-C3
M3-GU
M3-Cg
M3-C6
M3-C8
M3-C5
M3-C1
M3-C7
Mg-C2
M2-C8
CHECK
Mg-C3
Mg-C7
Mg-Cl
Mg-Q6
Mg-C3
Mg-C9
Mg-ti;
ll;0»-
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Th» gensraX performance of the mat^lnes was also observed*
The bulk speolflo weights of the formulations listed in
Tables 6 and 7 were determined from samples taken from bags
that had been opened Tor about two months. The foimiulations
were formulated several months before the determinations were
made* Subsequent determinations from samples taken from the
bags approximately two montlia after the first samples, indi
cated that the bulk speoifio weights of the attapulgite fonnt*
lations had decreased about five per cent* The bulk specific
weight of the tobacco formulations did not change appreciably.
The bentonite formulation decreased about three per cent* It
is believed that this was the result of the volatile solvents
leaving the formulations.
Results
The calibrati^ of the fluted-feed applicator was accM-
pliahed without difficulty for all formulations except Celite
iriiioh bridged and would not feed into the flutes satisfactor
ily. Cross winds blew the material so t^at it landed mostly
on one side of the ciirved spreader» causing an uneven distribu*
tion of granules over the corn plants* Some of the granules
would stick in the flutes when there was oil or moisture
present on the flutes • In general the perfcrmsnce of the
fluted-feed applicator was satisfactory in other respects.
The only difficulty encountered in the calibration of the
1*6
r8cl.procatlng-chai.li applicator was that a small change of
sotting would result In a fairly large change In rate* Vils
applicator worked satisfactorily for all formulations except
cellte which bridged and would not feed through ti^e machine
uiLlfoz*mly» The hopper could be emptied cleanly and quickly
by opening the discharge holes and running the machine. Some
material did remain in tiie ends of the hopper#
The main disadvantage of the fluted-shaft applicator for
plot work was the Inconvenience of calibrating and cleaning
the hopper. To clean the hopper, two bolts had to be removed
and the shaft removed so that the material could be brushed out
the end of the hopper# which was very timo consumiug. The dis
charge was not consistent for lower settings and lighter formu
lations such as Gelite, mica and tobaooo*
Table 8 gives a summary of the sxirvlving corn borer
larvae» tunnels and residue as results of the treatments in
the experiment to compare application equipment, carriers and
particle sizes. Since the data obtained did not show any sig
nificant difference between the different particle slses, the
results as shown are averaged over the three particle sizes.
Based on the larvae and tunnel data the fluted-feed and
reclprocating-ohain applicator gave better control than did the
fluted-shaft ai^plicator with attapulgite IiVM. The difference
in control obtained with the tliree machines using attapulglte
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HVM and tobacco was nearly significant at the five per cent
level with the F test* There was an indication that the fluted*
feed applicator gave* on tiie average* better control than the
reoiprocating-ohftin or fluted-shaft applicators. The residue
data indicated that more inseotioide was deposited in the corn
whorls with the fluted-feed a plicator than with the other
mac ilines.
The results of the experiment desif^ed to compare applica
tion equipment and carriers are listed in Table The larva
or tunnel data do not indicate any significant differences
between application equipment or interactions between applioa-
tion equipment and carrier* More DDT residue was found on the
plants that were treated with the fluted-feed applicator.
Concluaions
In general, for plot work the fluted-feed and reciprocating-
chain applicators were more convenient to calibrate and operate
than the fluted-shaft applicator. The data of the residue
analysis tvcm the experiment to compare application equipmentj
carriers and particle sizes show that less DDT residue was
found on the plants that were treated with the fluted-shaft
applicator usin:-^ attapulgite LVM, l5/30» 30/^0 30/60 than
when using attapul^ite RVM or tobacco. There was no evident
reason for this. It la possible that the speed could have been
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inereaoed In that aaries oT treatmentSf and beoauaa of the
speed effect of that type of metering maohanlffiUf a lower rate
of application wotild have resulted*
It is felt that the better average control and larger DDT
residues obtained with the fluted-feed applicator was largely
the result of the narrower width of spread which concentrated
the granules over the corn whorls* There was some indicatioat
however, that tills was not true with the lighter materials
because of a greater wind effect with the fluted-feed applica--
tor. The greater adverse wind effect with the fluted-feed
applicator was also indicated by comparing the residue analyses
of the two experiments# Xn the experiment to compare applica
tion equipment, carriers and particle alzeSf in i^ich the
applications were made when tliero was vei*y little wind, there
was, on the average, about twice as much DDT residue found on
plants treated with the fluted-feed applies tea* as on plants
treated with the other maohlnes« In the experiment to compare
application equipment and carriers, in which the applications
were made mider windy conditions, only about a third more resi
due was found from treatments with the fluted-feed applicator*
In general it is felt that better control can be obtained
with a width of spread of about eight to ten inches {o-ovided
the Applicator can be driven so the granules are discharged
directly over the corn whorls, and ^e wind does not blow the
51
granules to one side* Hoirever» slnee it is dirfiotilt to drive
so tbe granules are discharged over the vhorls it would be
more practical to use a wider width or spread* The wind ef
fects could be greatly reduced by proper shielding.
Second Brood Applications
Machines used
The fluted-feed, reoiprocating-chain^ fluted-shaft»
lnternal*run mnd auger-cyclone types of metering mechanisms
were used for second brood applications* It was not necessary
to make any changes on the reciprocating chain-applicator for
second brood applicationfl*
A fan-shaped corrugated spreader was used on the fluted-
feed applicator in place of the curved plate spreader. The
granules were collected X^om the fluted oyllnder and spread on
a small curved spreader which in turn deposited the granules
in the channels of the conjugated spreader. The sides of the
small curved spreader were bent up to act as wind shields. By
sliding the corrugated spreader, the granules were directed
into twOf four or six channels, as is shown in Figures 22, 23
and 2I4,, respectively, to give approjEimately a six, 12 or 16
inch width of spread.
A variable rate internal-run metering mechaniflBS^ was
»Thl s is the same metering mechanism that is used on the
Allis Chalmers mounted all crop drill ftoich was Introduced in
May, 1955*
Figure 22* Spreader on
fluted-feed applicator set
for 6-lnch width of spread.
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4.
i''igure Spreader on
fluted-feed applicator set
for 12-inch width of spread.
Figure 2l|.. Spreader on fluted-feed appli
cator set for lo-inch width of spread.
S3
adapted as shown in Plgxire 2$ for second brood applloationa*
The granules fed from the hopper into the rotating internal-
fluted cylinder and wore carried by the cylinder to the dis
charge spout and discharged. Rates were ohan:::;ed by varying
the exposed length of the internal-fluted cylinder. Figure
26 shows an exploded view of the metering mechanism. The
hopper was made removable for emptying by removins two nuts.
An 18 inch width of spread was obtained with the same spreaders
that were used on the riuted-feed applicator. The internal-
fluted cylinder was run at approximately 15 revolutions per
minute•
Since the corn was too high to operate the pull type
flutod-shaft applicator that was used for first brood applica
tions « an eight row fluted-shaft applicators that was mounted
on a high-clearfiuxce machine was obtained for second brood
applications. This machine is shown in Figure 27. The meter
ing mechanism was of the same type as used in the first brood
applications. Only the center portion of tiie hoppers was used
to apply two rows at a time.
The auger-cyolone# applicator was being developed in an
*The hoppers and metering mechanism were made and were
mounted on the high-clearance machine by £• S. Oandrud Co.
Inc.
^An experimental machine being developed by W. 0. lA>vely*
Agricultural Engineer, USDA, Cooperating with Iowa Ag. Exp.
Sta.
Figure 25- Internal-run applicator adapted for
second brood applications•
0O'-~ oc
Figure 26. Exploded view of internal-run meter
ing mechanism.
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attenQ>t to find aoma type of applicator that woiild permit the
material to be carried in a central hopper« so that more rows
could be treated at one tlioe without having excessive wei^t
being carried by the booms* The material was metered with an
auger from the central hopper and fed into a power-duster
dividing head and blower. Prom the blower the air and mater
ial was carried xn flexible tubes to small cyclone-dust-
preolpltator type of spreaders over the corn rows* Most of
the air was discharged out the top of the spreaders while the
granules were discharged out the bottcmi in a conical shaped
pattern* Approximately an 18 Inch width of spread was obtain
ed* Figure 28 shows the rear view of this machine* Since
this applicator was designed for six rows and only two rows of
the plots were treated^ the other four tubes were discharged
back Into the hopper. Different rates were obtained by chang
ing the speed of the auger*
PTooedure
Calibration* The same procedure was used to calibrate
the fluted-feed, reclprocating-chain, and fluted-shaft applica
tors for second brood applications as was used for first brood
applications* The internal-rim and auger-cyclone were cali
brated in the same way that the fluted-feed and reclprocating-
chain applicators were calibrated*
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Figure 27* Fluted-Ghaft applicator mounted on
high clearance machine for second brood applications
Figure 28. Auj-or-cycioruj ex ^erlinontal applica
tor used for second brood applications.
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Comparlaon of application equipment* A randomized block
design was used to compare the five machines. Figure 29 shows
the location of treatments within this experiment. The pro-
eedure used for aeoond brood applloatlons was the sane aa was
used for the first brood applications except It was not pos
sible to discharge the granules six Inches above the corn*
Seven and one-half per cent DDT on attapulglte RVM ^0/60 was
applied at 20 pounds per acre on Auj;u3t 10, 1955* The perfor
mance of the applicators was observed. The amount of control
was determined In the same way as It was for the first brood
applioatlona» exoept that 10 plants ware dissected from each
plot Instead of 20* For residue analysis^ the com plants
were divided Into samples of leaves» husks, and stalks with
leaf axils.
Coraparlaon of spreader widths. Another randomized design
experiment was used to compare widths of spread. The fluted-
feed applicator was used with six, 12 and 18 Inch widths of
spread for this experiment* Figure 3^ shows the location of
treatments within the experiment* Seven and one-half per cent
DDT on attapulglte RVM 3O/6O was applied at 20 pounds per acre
on August 10, 1955* The methods used for determining the
amount of control and residue were the seme as were used In the
experiment for comparing application equipment.
REP. A
Ml
CHECK
US
REP. B
M3
CHECK
Ml
M3
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REP. C
M3
CHECK
U2
Ml
REP. D
M5
Ml
M5
tg
CHECK
120'
3-iiO** ROWS
Ml - FLUTED-FEED - PLOTED-SHAPT
M2 - RECIPROCATING-CHATN - INTERNAL-RTJN
M5 - AUGER-CYCLONE
Figure 29* Location of treatments within experiment
for comparing application equipment on second brood appli
cations.
REP. A
W18
CHECK
W12
19S
REP. B REP. C REP. D
W18 CHECK W10
CHECK W12 CHECK
W12
ws ma W12
120'
w6 - SEC INCH WIDTH OF SPREAD
W12 - TWELVE INCH WIDTH OF SPREAD
W18 - EIGHTEEN INCH WIDTH OF SPREAD
i
3-iiO" ROWS
Figure 30. Location of treatments within experiment
for comparing widths of spread on second brood applications
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Results
All of the applioators used for second brood exparlraenta
laoked about two or three feet of having enough clearance to
clear the corn plants* In other respects the fluted«feed«
reciprocatlnis-chain and fluted-shaft applicators performed the
same for second brood applications as they did for first brood
applications*
The internal-run applicator calibrated without difficulty
and ran azaoothly. Emptying and cleaning was convenient by re-
moTing the hopper and then xninnlng the machine to remove
material from the metering mechanism* It appeared that vibra
tions due to rough ground caused material to be shaken from
the metering mechanism which resulted in an uneven linear dis
tribution*
Performance of the auger-cyclone was generally good*
piaoharge from the cyclone spreaders was heavy on one side*
The larvftt tunnel and residue results of seocnd brood ap
plication are shown in Tables 10 and 11 for the experiments
comparing application equipment and widths of spread, respec
tively* The data from either experiment do not show sufficient
differences in the treatments to be significant by the F test
at the five per cent level. There is only alight ooanrelation
between control and residue data*
The control data from the width of spread experiment do
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Table 10
lATva, Tunnel and Residue Data from Experiment
Con^arlng Five Applicators on Second Brood Applications^
Using Attapuli^lte RVM 30/60 with 7i For Cent DDT at
20 Pounds per Acre
Results
Larvae
Per 100
Tunnela
Per 100 p.P.M.
Residue
of DDT on Plant Parts
Applicator Plants Plants Leaf Husk Stalk i Axil
Fluted-Feed 117.S 225.0 2,2 1.3 9.0
Reciprocating-
Chain 62.5 170.0 2.7 3.7 8.1
Fluted-Shaft 35.0 11+2.5 2.2 2.9 13.8
Internal-Run 115.0 202,5 2.2 1.3 9.0
Auger-Cyclone 62.5 157.5 4.2 6.9
Untreated
Check 152.5 360,0
indicate that better control was obtained with the greater
widths of spread*
Conclusions
^e control data from second brood applications are of
questionable validity due to a prolonged egg deposition period
and light infestation* Also since there is only slight
6X
Table 11
Larva, Tunnel, and Residue Data fpom Experiments Comparing
Widths or Spread Using the Fluted-Feed Applicator on Seoond
Brood Applications, Ualn^i Attapulgito RVM 30/^ with 7i
Per Cent DDT at 20 Pounds por Acre
Width Results
of
spread
Larvae
Per 100
Tunnels
Per 100 p.P.M.
Residue
of DDT on Plant Parts
(inches) Plants Plants Leaf Husk Stalk & Axil
6 77.5 192,5 2.5 1.9 7.8
12 70.0 X77.5 X.5 0.3 5.2
18 14-7.5 110.0 2.1^ 1.1 11
Untreated
cheek 160.0 332.5
correlation between control and residue data, no oonolusions,
based on the data can be made as to which applicator gave the
best results* There is indication that the amount of control
obtained vas not dependent on the type of applicator used.
The aompllng pa*ooedure used for obtaining residue samples
was not good beoause it was almost impossible to keep from
losing some of the granules while obtaining the samples from
various plant parts* It is believed that if the machines had
had higher clearance there would have been better control*
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DISCUSSION
Additional Machine Requirements
The general requirements for granular insecticide applica
tors can be classified into two groups depending on whether the
applications are to be made for first or second brood corn
borer control* These two groups can be subdivided into plot»
general farm* and custom applications.
With the first brood a^^pllcations there was indication
that a narrower width of s^jread would i^ive better results*
However^ because of the variations in driving, in both plant
ing and granular applications, there would be better distribu
tion of granules and less chance of missing the plants entirely
with a greater width of spread. A uniform spread of about 12
Inches should be sufficient*
The machines far second brood applications should have a
seven or eight foot vortical clearance* This would result in
rather poor stability of the machine, especially with the type
in which the hoppers and meterint^ mechanism are located over
the com» The stability could be improved by using a central
hopper and metering mechanism located low and between the corn
rows as was done with the auger-cyclone applicator* There was
also indication that a wider than 12-lnoh width of spread is
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needed for second brood control*
For plot applications the applicators should be easily
calibrated and have ^irovisions for convenient emptying and
cleaning of the hop];}erB* A low central hopper would be more
acoesBible than hoppers located above the corn for second
brood applications • One or two row applicators are sufficient
for plot applications*
For general farm applications the ease of calibrating and
emptying and cleaning is not as important, however, it should
be considered. Since most of the corn in Central Iowa is
planted with Tour row planters, four row applicators would
probably be the best so that the difference in row widths
would not aTfect the placement of the granules* It is felt
that for farm applications better results could be obtained
with a ground driven applicator in which the discharge from
the metering mechanism Is directly proportional to the ground
speed*
l^e requirements for custom applications differ from re
quirements for general farm applications mainly in the number
ot rows to be treated at one time* For the raaohine to be prac
tical for custom applications it should apply granules to six
or eight rows simultaneously. Again the central hopper type
would be best because the wei^t carried by the boom could be
greatly reduced*
6k
proposed Further Studies
It Is apparent that there are several things #iich need
to be investigated further* ^e Tollowin;: items should aid in
the development of commercial eqiai|»nent for applying grcmular
insecticides to control LXiropean Corn Borer;
1. An investigation of seeding equipment to determine
the feasibility of using the same machine for both seeding and
first brood granular inseotioide applications*
2« Further studies to determine the beat width of spread
for both first and second brood applications since the data
from this study gave only indications as to the best width of
spread* A study to determine the projected leaf area which
would collect the {^anules ml^^ht be a guide as to which width
of spread to use.
3« Further develofsnent of the central-hopper type of
applicator*
1|.* Better methods for evaluating the application equip*
ment*
5* A study of the rate of release of volatile solvents
from the formulations and its effect on the calibration of
equipment•
SUtffUHY
Zn reo«nt years ooxislderable attention has been directed
toward the use or granular inseotieides. They were first used
in experiments for control of the European corn borer in 1953*
A granular insecticide formulation consists of an absorbent
inert granular mterial^ normally referred to as a carrier^
which is impregnated with a toxicant^ such as DJDT* Attapulgite.
bentonite, tobacco and mica are some of the materials that have
been used as earriers.
The main advantage of granular inseotieides lies in the
ability to place the granules In the whorl areas or leaf axils
of the corn plcuit wliere the young borers are feeding. When
the ^anules are dropped on the corn plant# the leaves act as
a funnel to direct the granules into the whorl or leaf axil
areas* Other advantages of greuiular insecticides are safety
of handling* convenience of application* the use of equipment
that farmers are familiar with* and reduced residue haeard to
llvestook pastured on the corn stover* In 1953 195^- tests*
as good* or better control was obtained with granular Inseoti-
cide applications as with any other metliod*
The auger* fluted-feed, reciprocating-chain* fluted-shaft*
and reciprocating-rope types of metering mechanisms were set up
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and tested in the laboratory to determine their metering ohar-
aoteristioa and to find which would meter the granular materl-*
als most satisfactorily. The amount of particle breakdown
caused by the machines was also determined. Only tbe granular
carriers were used. It was found tiiat the discharge from the
auger and fluted-feed types was directly proportional to tSie
speed that the machine was run* The discharge iYom the
reciprooating-rope and reclprocating-chain types was nearly
proportional to the speedy but more so with the reolj^ooating*
rope than with the raclprocating-ehain. ^e discharge decreased
as speed was increased with the fluted-shaft type. The parti
cle breakdown caused by the machines was not excessive with
any or the niachines. All of the j:iachinQS handled the materials
satisfactorily in the laboratory tests. Some of the mica for
mulations bridged and did not flow tlirough the metering mechan
ism and the attapulglte formulations packed and caused the rope
to stop in field teat with the reciprocating-rope machine.
The fluted-feed typo of metering mechanism was chosen to
be developed for corn borer control applications. Tlie basic
grain drill fluted-feed assembly was used with a few changes
made. The usual direction of rotation was reversed and a
curved leveling plate added so the material would be metered
over the top of the fluted cylinder. A washer was inserted at
the end of the fluted cylinder to hold the material in the
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flutes« A curved extension waa attached to the clean-out gate
to prevent material rrom being shaken out the bottom. A
ourved plate spreader was used for first brood applications.
The riuted-feed and reciprocating-chain applicators were
mounted on a high clearance machine for first brood applica
tions. A four row pull type fluted-shaft a, plicator was also
used. After calibrating these three machines, applications
were made for comparison of the machines, carriwrs and parti
cle sizes. In addition to observing the general performance
of the machines, residue, tunnel and surviving borer data were
taken* In general the fluted-feed and reciprocating-chain ap
plicators were more convenient to calibrate and operate.
Better control and higher residues were obtained with the
fluted-feed applicator. A narrower width of spread is believed
to be the reason for this. Cross winds caused the granules to
fall on one side of the curved plate spreaders on the fluted-
feed applicator #ilch resulted in an uneven distribution.
For second brood explications five applicators were com
pared. The reciprocating-chain and fluted-feed applicators
were the same as used for first brood applications except that
a corrugated fan-shaped sja-eader was used on the fluted-feed
applicator. An eight row fluted-shaft applicator was mounted
on a hig^-clearance machine* Variable rate internal*run
ZBtttering mechaniams were adapted and mounted on a high-clearance
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machine* An experimental applicator In which the material
was metered rrom a central hopper and apread over the corn
with oyclone*dust-preolpitator type spreaders was also used*
The residue^ larva and tunnel data do not show any differences
In control obtained with different applicators. However the
data are of questionable value due to a irolonged egt^ deposi
tion period, light lafeatation, cuid insufficient vertical
clearance of the applicators.
Seoond brood applications were made with a variable width
spreader on the fluted-feed applicator to compare slxp 12 and
16 inch widths of spread* The data do not show significant
differences in the different widths of spread, however, there
was an indication tiiat better control was obtained with the
wider widths.
For plot work the applicators should be designed for con-
violent calibration and emptying and cleaning of the hoppers•
It is fttlt that for general farm applications, better results
eould be obtained with a ground driven applicator in which the
discharge is directly proportional to the ground speed. A
six or eight row applicator is needed for custooi applications.
The machines should have a seven or eight foot vertical clear-
anoe for second brood applications* Because of the need for a
six or ei^t row machine with high clearance, l^e central-
hopper type of applicator should be further developed*
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Table 12
Data from irTellminary Studies Usins Attapulgite
RVM 30/60 at Kormal Operating Speeds of Each Machine
Machine
Auger
Fluted'-Feed
Heoiprocating-Chain
Fluted-Shaft
Heciprocatin^^-Rope
Speed
?.7
10,0
11.0
12.2
idi.,5
15.5
19.0
22.5
15
19.5
22.5
27.5
&
19.5
35
14.12
500
612
680
2
12
680
12
12
660
k
15.0
18.6
20.2
26.2
31.6
314-2
21.0
38.6
i+il.3
50.8
I4.00
536
670
150
325
Setting
25
25
25
25
25
25
18
18
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
12/32'
5/32"
2" stroke
2-5/8" stroke
Discharge
lb8«/min«
0.6lk
O.6I8
0.695
0.781
0.905
0.962
1.198
1.420
0.112
0.li).3
0.159
0.19Q
0.7i^
0.302
0.108
0.18?
0.67
0.73
0.79
0.81
0.10
0.l4
0.111-
1.57
1.67
1.M
.502
.U67
.14.56
.087
•076
.070
.061
.278
.331
.397
.167
*33g
Ik
Table 13
Sieve Analysis of Unmetered Carriers
Per Cent Retained on Sieve No»
Carrier 16 yo I4.O $0 00 100 Pan
Attapulglta
RViS 30/60
0
0
10 .I4.
llwO
ia.8
40.5
36.8
36.5
6.5
6.5
1<..5
h.5
1.0
1.0
Attapulgite
RVI^ 15/30
1.0
1.0
•«00 k'O
14..0
1.0
1.0
0
0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Attapulgite
RVM 6/20
76.5 22.0 0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5
Attapulgite
IiVM 15/30
3.0
k^o
92.5
91.5
3.0
3.0
0.5
0.5
0
0
0,5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Tobacco 30/60 0
0
3.0
3.0
5I4-.0
^9.5
36.0
^0.5 1 1.51.5 0.50.5
Bentonlte 20/1^0 0
0
30.2
30.3
hk.e
M4..3
20.2
20.3
2.3
2.3
1.0
1.0
Mica #4 0
0.5
^•3
I^o.g
24.0
23.6
15.3
16.1
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Td)l« 17
Control Data from Exparinunt Goii?)«ring AppUcaUon
Equipment on Seeood Brood Applioatlona
Tunnela 100 Plants
k^lleate
A B C S
Larvae pcf 100 Planf
R^llcate
A B C D
Check h90 1)20 lliO 390 180
220 70 lUo
Reciprocating-^hain 270 160 100 150 90 90 UO 30
Fluted-Shaft 170 180 90 130 30 60
20 30
Fluted-Feed 280 210 90 320 190 80 10 W
Auger-Cyclone 260 no 160 100 90 liO 60
60
Internal-Run 180 210 180 2l|0 80 160 130
90
Width of
Spread
Tabla 18
Cootrol Data from E3q)«rlm«nt CoH5>aring Wldtba of
Spread on Second Brood Applications*
Tunnels pel' 100 Plants
Replicate
A B C D
Z«arTae per 100 Plants
Rqplloate
A B C D
Cheok 300 m 230 360 lilO 150 60
290
IB 130 70 80 160 10 UO 60
50
12 260 100 110 2l|0 160 20 30 70
6 2l|0 220 170 12)0 SO 90 80 90
*Appllcatlons wade with fluted-feed applicator.
